PRODUCT DATA SHEET

116G

EARTH WORX GLASS CLEANER

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT
Lock-N-Load 116G Earth Worx Glass Cleaner powers away greasy smudges, dried on
dirt, and water spots on all glass surfaces. This concentrated formula is made to be
diluted with water to provide the most economical performance. It may be used on
all glass surfaces, windows, shelves, tabletops, mirrors, etc. Do not use on wood
finishes.

DIRECTIONS
Insert container into the LockNLoad Dilution Station. Lock the container into place by
sliding the blue lock to the left. This locks in the container and connects it to the
Dilution Station. The Dilution Station is set to properly dilute the concentrate with
water.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Blue Liquid
Specific Gravity: 1.01
Odor: Citrus
Ph (Conc.): 9-10
Flash Point: >212°F (100°C).

PACKAGING

To fill small containers by using the short hose on the right side of the Dilution
Station. Insert the short tube into your container and push up on the container to
activate or push up on the grey button on the face of the Dilution Station. To fill a
large container, use the long hose on the left side of the Dilution Station. Place the
hose end in the container and push the button on the black gas pump style handle.
(hose does not automatically shut of when container is full).
LockNLoad products are designed to be used with the LockNLoad Dispensing
Station. The product should be loaded into the Dispensing Station and locked into
place. Using the Dispensing Station will ensure that the concentrate is diluted
correctly at 64:1. One gallon of LockNLoad Concentrate makes 64 gallons of ready
to use product.
The grey dilution lock in the opening of the container should never be removed. If
the dilution lock has been removed, the contents of the container and the container
should be properly disposed of.

4X1 gal

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

SCAN FOR SDS

VIEW DEMO VIDEO

Prevention: Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Response: IF IN
EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists: Get medical
advice/attention.
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